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I was surprised there weren't more reviews for Steamalot so I decided to write this in support of this small game. This game is
quite fun despite being a phone port. Gameplay is simple square grid turn based strategy, which can be difficult at times though
never overwhelmingly so. There are a few things I would like to point out that I don't think have been said already:

1) Deck sizes are 20 cards which seems to limit some of the possibilities for customization (though it probably also keeps the
levels from going on for too long)

2) Card packs are purchased with coins that are won from battles or won from completing certain battles. You can buy more
expensive packs with guaranteed rarer cards, but I found that just buying the cheapest pack with 5 random cards provided
enough uncommon and rare cards to be a better purchase, especially since the extra common cards can be sold for coins or used
to level other cards.

3) The developers have posted all the card creation combinations on their website. If you want to create cards, check out the list
there. The combinations would otherwise be too difficult and time-consuming to figure out on your own.

4) Leveling cards is not necessary to beat the game on normal mode. Leveling more than a few cards to their max seems like it
would take too much level grinding for coins unless you want to sacrifice some of your uncommon and rare cards that you only
have a single copy of. Only recommended for completionists and extreme PvP players.

Overall, Steamalot is a fun, short strategy game that can be played in small bursts. I'm already hoping for a sequel.. Yes, it's a lot
lilke Hearthstone, a game I enjoy immensely.

BUT ... the quality of life touches in Shadowverse just make this game so much nicer to play.

- Deck codes allow you to import an entire deck list instead of building it card by card.
- Replay mode lets you review your last 10 games.
- Story mode is more challenging and interesting than the Hearthstone tutorial.
- Daily rewards just for logging in.
- THREE quests every day.
- Rewards for reaching milestones in Ranked play.
- Special events with even more achievements and unique rewards.
- Prebuilt decks available for purchase, allowing you a 100 percent chance of getting certain cards.

HOWEVER ... I've now played enough of the game to see that the balance is very heavily skewed toward high-end-combo play.
Most games between competitive decks are just a race to see who can get the big legendary combo off first, or to see if you can
play your combo before the other guy draws the counter. All other turns are rendered trivial, so in a lot of cases it just boils
down to a coin toss.

I'm not going to take back my positive review because I really do admire the foundation. And I recognize that other people do
like this style of gameplay; it's just not for me. So while I'm going to uninstall it after saving this revised review, I still think it's
worth a try for those who like CCGs. It's free, after all, and they are pretty generous with the cards, even though you'll never get
enough free cards to be competitive.. this game way better then emergency 5. Which pretty much was one of worst of that time
game ever and that comming from a long time fan of Emergency services allway starting with version 1.. UPDATED 27/1/15
See bottom of review

Here is my review. I have decided to focus on game facts with what is currently in the game (13/1/15), if the game sounds
suited to you after reading- then purchase, hopefully it is helpful either way even if the game isn't up your alley. Personally I am
happy to have this game in my library and can see many hours of enjoyment in it.
**There are 3x factions/nations. Each has their own selection of towers. Machine/Nature/Magic
Ground- 6x
Air- 3x
Multi-5x
Special- 5x (slows buffs etc.)
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You unlock a tower for every level you play, but don't actually have to play all the levels in order, some unlock multiple levels to
choose from and they do display the tower that is unlocked by playing that level-though stats are not displayed on the map
screen.
All towers can be leveled up to level 6 and if you hover over the 'upgrade' button in the right hand menu it does actually give
clear details on what the upgrade does. Upgrades cost 2x more than the last one for example.
Tower cost-20 1st up -20 2nd up -40 3rd up -80 etc.
**Tower build locations are fixed areas, this is purposeful to increase the strategic importance of where you dump your towers.
**After a few levels there will be multiple paths the enemy can take and they will use their options, though there are always
choke points or sometimes there is something they will target first before heading for the exit/exits. Example
some levels have a building or blockade on one or more of the lanes, once these go down it unlocks further routes.
**After successfully finishing a level you will gain experience points increasing your profile level. As you level up you unlock
more abilities which there are 10x of total. Every 5x levels you unlock a new ability.
Every profile level you go up you get 'coins' which can be spent on upgrading these abilities. 1x coin = 1x level of upgrade.
**WASD control map movement, with all other actions living on your mouse. (I got used to this pretty quick personally)
V controls game speed, normal, fast, faster (not sure exactly of time increase incremements.)
mouse wheel controls zoom, from 1st person view of an enemy to a zoomed out view of the entire map.
There is currently no hotkey function, personally would love a upgrade hotkey, this is obviously something that can be added, I
will update here if it is at a later date.
**Support- From my personal experience the devs seem to be right behind their game and are listening to us gamers.
I found a very minor unimportant bug that I emailed them yesterday, got a reply nearly immediately and a hotfix was released
today for it.
**There is currently no bestiary/tower glossary for enemies you have met and towers you have unlocked. I think this would be a
nice feature to add personally.
**There is a co-op/multiplayer feature, added new strategies and defense options. (I haven't found a level that co-op is a must
yet)
**Game can be challenging at times, it is not going to give you a hug, tell you everything is alright and offer a cookie. Though
personally I am enjoying having a TD with this. It's a refreshing change.
**The next approaching wave is denoted by a coloured orb, Red-Ground enemies, Blue-Air enemies, Yellow-Special
**Graphics- This is not a AAA FPS game, it's a TD. Personally I prefer TD's to focus on strategy and defense, I can clearly see
what enemies are approaching and have no issues identifying towers or placement locations. (Run at 1920x1080)
**Seems to be pretty stable, haven't found any major glitches and have had zero crashes so far.
Hopefully this has been helpful, if you do buy the game, please watch the ingame tutorial, it is actually quite helpful though
short.
Now personally I recommend the game as I am enjoying it and would buy it again if I had a second choice. If it doesn't sound
like you-pass on it or wait for possible new features.
I will actually update this review if new features get released, eg-hotkeys.

27/1/15- HOTKEYS have now been added to the game, list as below(Copied from patch notes)
Custom key bindings integrated
Added key shortcut for updating towers
Added key shortcuts for zoom in and out
Added key shortcuts for Special Abilities
Added key shortcut for displaying construction places
Multi-tower placements function added. Very quick (~3 hours) but very fun. I've done one playthrough so far, but it looks like
the author did a good job of making sure my choices were taken into account.

Also thirstiness is rewarded if it's consistent so embrace your inner furry.. Great game mechanics, beautiful art and very
addictive.. Great game! I was surprised at how good it looks for how old it is.. The game is just a series of spawns and quick
deaths.
While I got this game hoping for a challenge its kind of an artificial difficulty; You never get an opportunity to improve because
you spend 2/3 of playtime on the game over screen. Eventually you would get used to the patterns but only after they've tripped
you up a dozen times, and I'm not interested in having to beat level 2 a hundred times to feel like I know level 3 well enough to
reach level 4, dig?
On the whole, the game's got good aesthetics and all that; its really polished the edges. And its nice that it doesn't pander to
players and hold their hand. They've just overcorrected on that last point is all.. Not as good as the originals. But doesn't look as
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dated.. amazing paints i feel like a real turk driving my truck in them
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Great game still to this day its like Xcom and Fosaken Fortress (when that comes out) so if ur waiting for that ! play this in the
mean time. There is a lot too learn for those new to the RTS games but it is worth it ! my only complaint is the weapon sounds
are poo. This feels like a game you might have found on a CD full of shareware in the mid 90's. Or maybe downloaded off of
Jumbo Games or the like. It's the kind of game you sit down to play for an hour. Then come back the next day and play again.
It's got that subtle addictive quality. It's a very good blend of easy, approachable, and challenging. Almost feels like an obscure
game Apogee might have made back in the day. Every time I've played it I've experienced new enemies, upgrades, and
obstacles.

I love that I can collect items to unlock new ships, and these ships recieve completely different effects from the artifact\/potion
pickups. Each ship is a totally different game.

My only complaint is that in the very late levels I keep dying from being rammed, despite whatever collision damage reducing
modifiers I've equipped. Even in the speediest ship, which I transitioned to by a chance powerup, later levels feature so many
spawning enemies intent on ramming you that it presents a huge challenge. But of course, this a rogue-like, and daunting
challenge is to be expected.

Still, I wish there was a cloaking device with a timed cooldown cycle that when activated would prevent me from picking up
anything or firing, but would hide me from the enemies. This would allow me to better tip toe around the later levels and cloak
& heal when resistance gets too tough. Ballancing this, most upgrades are only found by shooting enemies, and some fuel has to
be obtained from mini boss battles. For all I know this upgrade is already in the game and I haven't found it yet, that's how much
neat upgrade loot is in this game.

If you like the idea of an action rogue-like with a sort of Fort Apokalypse meets Defender vibe, definitely check this out.. As i
didn't play the original version before this, this review is disregarding any comparison to that version.

A.R.E.S. Extinction Agenda EX is a side-scrolling mecha shooter game, safely to say a Megaman clone.

You have 2 mechs to choose from Ares and Tarus, similar to the roles how X and Zero in Megaman series.
Each has different set of weapons and abilities and both have different storyline, though same levels and objectives.

The game technically and visually is good, however the soundtrack doesn't fit and really boring.

The story in general is generic, although it has few cool twists. But it's nothing special at all. You go on levels, destroy bots to
save humankind. That's it.

You have also a human female as an assistant that communicate with you throughout your mission and develop new upgrades
for you suit.

During the levels there are database cubes and upgrade units to collect, the former for expanding game lore to read and the later
allow you to upgrade weapons and abilities.

Each character has 7 levels, which are exactly the same but different dialogues.
And you can beat the entire game in few hours (took me 5 hours).

Let's switch to the cons:

- Level designs: Some areas can be really frustrating, designed to hinder your movements limits to your demise.
- Unskippale scenes: This really made me mad, because checkpoints happen before a hard part, which forcing me to watch the
same scene over and over and over until I successfully pass the area. Boss Battles has the same problem.
- Checkpoints sometimes are set far from each other, again due to some areas being frustrating, having to run through many
rooms\/traps\/enemies before you getting to a new checkpoint isn't really a nice idea if you want to put a challenge in the way. I
really don't like repeating the same steps for 5~10 times before I figure out a solution.
- The Ending (both endings), although are good, end abruptly. It would be better to see at least a glimpse of the aftermath.

6.5\/10. I hate having to not recommend this title but it did not live up to expectation. The snapshot of the voyage was very
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brief, no showing of the ship before sinking, no showing the ship hitting the iceberg and a greatly accelerated rendition of the
sinking which was a bit sterile and the graphics too basic.

I love what they have tried to capture with sitting in the lifeboat which was well done but it was just not enough.

The majority of the game is exploring the wreck 100 years later with a basic mini game. While this was a nice addon I
personally would have preferred for the focus to have been on the voyage and the sinking itself.

After Apollo 11 I had great hopes for this title especially when I heard there would be real actors however it did not live up to
what I was expecting. I would not pay for the title given the chance again and think it would be better suited as a subscription
play.. I'm surprised, this game is actually really fun to play.
. Tried LARPing this.
It\u2019s all fun and games until daddy gets home
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